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Abstract

We show that any algorithm that maintains the connected compo
nents of a digital image must take fi(logn/loglogn) time per change
to the image. The problem can be solved in O(logn) time per change
using dynamic planar graph techniques. We discuss applications to
computer Go and other games.
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Introduction

A basic problem in image processing consists of finding the connected com
ponents of a bitmap image (where each component consists of pixels of a
common color adjacent vertically, horizontally, or sometimes diagonally; the
same problem applies also to finding regions of an image separated from each
other by an edge detection operator). This is a special case of graph con
nectivity, and can easily be solved in linear time by depth-first search, but
there has been some research on fast union-find methods that allow the im

age to be processed in a more systematic order [3]. A large body of research,
percolation theory, concerns itself with similar questions of connectivity in
random grid subgraphs.

We are interested here in a dynamic version of the problem, in which
individual pixels may be changed, and the connected components must be
maintained as this happens. We envision the following applications for this
dynamic connectivity problem:

• Image segmentation. The problem here is to divide a (static) image
into regions, presumably belonging to different objects; for a recent pa
per on the subject, with further references, see Asano et al. [1]. There
are various methods of performing such division including partitions
by pixel value as well as more sophisticated edge detection schemes.
These methods can involve various parameters that can be tuned by

a local search process to form a better partition. As one changes the
parameters, individual pixels wUl shift from one side of the partition

to the other, or more or fewer pixels will be recognized by the edge
detector.

• Connectivity in video data. In someimage sequences, such as those
of cells undergoing division, we may want to track the connectivity of
individual objects [12]. This can be viewed as a dynamic form of image
segmentation, where now changes in the input come from updates to
the image rather than modification of segmentation parameters.

• Game playing software. The game Lines of Action [4, 11] involves
moving stones on a checkerboard in an attempt to make them con

nected. Several software implementations of this game are available;

it has been reported that the most difficult part of writing such a
program is evaluating connectivity [4]. Connectivity also plays a large
part in the evaluation of positions in Go (in which good computer play

has proven surprisingly hard to attain; see [10] for many papers on the
subject), and in Hex.

As our problem is a special case of dynamic planar graph connectivity
(if one takes care to keep the problem planar when diagonal connections

are allowed) it can be solved by dynamic graph algorithm techniques [5, 6].
In particular, an algorithm of Eppstein et al. [6] solves dynamic planar
connectivity problems (assuming a fixed planar embedding, which is the
case here) in time O(logn) per update.
Fredman and Henzinger [7, 9] have shown a lower bound close to this,

n(logn/loglog7i). However, the problem we are solving is a special case,
so this lower bound does not automatically apply. Further, the lower bound

proof involves the insertion and deletion of long twisted edges that seem
hard to fit into the digital image framework considered here.
Since this lower bound seems not to apply, perhaps it is possible to im
prove the upper bounds to sublogarithmic? An analogous one-dimensional
connectivity problem is equivalent to integer searching, and can be solved in

time O(loglog n). D. Dyer (personal communication) has proposed a simple
constant time heuristic, based on computing the total curvature of a region's
boundary; is it possible to extend this to a complete algorithm?

Our main result is to dash these hopes: the fl(logn/loglog7z) lower
bound from the general dynamic planar graph problem applies as well to
our digital image connectivity problem. (This is true whether we want to
test which component a point belongs to, or whether we merely want to know
whether the overall image is connected.) The method involves a reduction
similar to the one by Fredman and Henzinger, from a problem of maintaining
the parity of prefix sums; however we simplify their method greatly in order
to apply it to our problem.

We also describe a simplified method of maintaining the connected com
ponents in logarithmic time, avoiding the complicated data structures of

Eppstein et al. [6], and instead combining any balanced binary tree struc
ture with Dyer's curvature idea. This method has the further advantage
for computer Go applications that it can maintain additional topological
information about the configuration (number of eyes).
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The Lower Bound

Like Fredman and Henzinger, we base our lower bound on a reduction to
the parity prefix sum problem: given a sequence of bits, answer queries on

ill
Figure 1. Sides of nested squares form layers of terminals in lower bound construc
tion.

the total parity of initial subsequences of the bits, and allow updates that

change one bit at a time. It is known that this problem has fl(log n/ log log n)
lower bounds per operation in the cell probe and integer RAM models of
computation [2, 8], where n denotes the length of the bit sequence.
The basic idea of the lower bound is to translate an instance of the par
ity prefix sum problem into a planar graph as follows. We form a structure
consisting of n levels^ each consisting of four terminals. The terminals are
connected at the bottom level into two pairs. The terminals at each succes

sive level are connected to those at the previous level, in a way depending
on the corresponding bit in the parity prefix problem, so that at each level

the four terminals are grouped into two components in a way depending on
the parity of the corresponding initial subsequence of bits. We can then test
this parity at a given level I by connecting the terminals at level ^+1 to each
other and to two of the terminals at level I in such a way that the overall
graph is connected if and only if the parity of the subsequence is even.
We now describe these components in more detail in the context of the

image component problem we are considering. We first describe the set of
terminals. Each terminal forms the side of a collection of concentric squares,
each square four pixels wider than the previous, with four pixels removed
from each square so that no two terminals adjoin each other. This construc
tion is shown in Figure 1. Note that, as drawn in the figure, each terminal

adjoins two others in the next larger square, one on the corresponding side
of the larger square, and one on the side 90° clockwise.
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Figure 2. Connections between layers: (a) corresponding to zero bit in parity prefix
problem; (b) corresponding to one bit; (c) test of prefix parity.
We define the parity of a subsequence of these terminals to be even if the

upper and lower terminals are connected (indirectly, via a chain of pixels
involving smaller squares) to their clockwise neighbors on the same square,
and odd if these terminals are connected to their counterclockwise neighbors.
We now describe how to add additional pixels to the image of Figure 1 to
ensure that the parity of each subsequence of terminals corresponds to the
parity prefix problem instance we started with. At the innermost level, this
is easy: we can just add two pixels, connecting the appropriate pairs of
terminals, depending on whether the first bit of the parity prefix problem is
even or odd. At each subsequent level, if the parity prefix problem has an

even bit, we connect each terminal with the corresponding side of the larger
square (Figure 2(a)). if the parity prefix problem has an odd bit, we connect
each terminal with the other adjacent side of the larger square, clockwise
90° (Figure 2(b)).
We omit the easy proof of the following lemma.

Lemma 1. The construction above causes the parity of any initiai subse
quence of terminals to equal the parity of the corresponding subsequence of
the prefix problem.

It remains to show how to answer queries in the parity prefix problem. To

query the parity of the first i bits of the problem, we perform the following
updates to the corresponding image connectivity problem. We remove all
four pixels connecting terminals at level I to those at level f -|-1. We then
connect the four level f-\-1 terminals to each other and to two level t terminals

at the top and right of their square (Figure 2(c)). As a consequence, all
terminals at greater levels will be connected (via a path through the level
i-\-\ terminals) and these will be connected to the lower level terminals as

well only if the two connections to level I go to both of the twocomponents
formed by the lower level terminals.

Lemma 2» The construction above forms a connected graph if and only if
the parity of the subsequence of terminals up to level i is even.

Theorem 1. It requires ft{logiV/loglogiV) timeper operation to add and
remove pixels from a subset ofanNxN grid and test whether the resulting
image is connected.

Proof:

We have shown that we can use these operations to simulate a

solution to the parity prefix problem with n(A'') bits, using 0(1) changes to
the grid per operation in the prefix problem. The result follows from known
bounds on the parity prefix problem. •

Finally, we note that the same idea simplifies the lower bound method of

Fredman and Henzinger for general planetr graphs. Fredman and Henzinger
give two versions of their proof, one using an integer searching data struc
ture (along with the connectivity algorithm itself) as part of the simulation
of the parity prefix problem, and the other based on a more complicated
restriction of the prefix problem; we need neither complication. For this
planar graph result, our overall framework again applies, but the terminals
can be assumed to be single vertices and the connections between vertices
can be single edges.
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The Upper Bound

We now sketch a method for maintaining the number of connected compo
nents in logarithmic time per update, more simply than the algorithm of
Eppstein et al. [6] which involves expanding the input planar graph to one
of degree at most three, maintaining a partition of the expanded graph's
edges into two trees, storing each tree as a collection of disjoint paths, and
representing each path with a balanced binary tree. Instead we skip directly
to the balanced binary tree stage. The method we describe has some advan

tages in maintaining more topological information about the components;
however unlike that of Eppstein et al. it is unable to determine the identity
of the component containing any particular pixel. For many applications
this inability will not be a problem, as we are only interested in the number
of components or in their boundaries.

Suppose we wish to find the connected components of the black pixels,

in a black and white image. We begin by constructing the polygons forming
the boundary between black and white regions of the image. Each pixel is

involved in at most four such boundary polygons. Each connected compo
nent is bounded on theoutside by one polygon, and may have otherpolygons
bounding holes internal to the component. Thus if we can distinguish the
interior boundaries from the exterior ones, we can count components simply
by counting exterior boundaries. (Note also that in the application to Go
evaluation, interior boundaries correspond to "eyes" and are very important
for understanding the long-term stability of a component.)
To distinguish these two types of boundary polygons, we turn to an
idea of D. Dyer. Recall that the total curvature of a polygon (the sum of
the angles between vectors parallel to successive edges), as one traverses
the polygon counterclockwise, is 360®. Dyer (personal communication) pro
posed simply to maintain the total curvature of all boundary regions, and
test whether this number equals 360®. However this technique fails in the
presence of interior boundaries. If we orient each boundary polygon so that,
at positions where black pixels are below white pixels, the boundary goes
leftwards, then this orientation will be clockwise for interior boundaries and
counterclockwise for exterior boundaries. Thus the total curvature will be
360° or -360 respectively if the boundary is exterior or interior.

Thus we need only keep track of the total curvature of each boundary
polygon to distinguish which polygons are exterior and find the total number

ofcomponents ofthe input. One way ofdoing this is to represent boundary
polygons using any of various balanced binary tree structures that allow

lists to be split and joined in logarithmic time per update. If we store at
each node of the tree the total curvature in the subtree under the node, we
can read offthe curvature of a boundary polygon by looking at the number
stored at the root of the corresponding binary tree. A further simplification
is possible: since we are only interested in distinguishing 360 from -360,
and since each angle in the polygon is either 0 or 90°, we can represent the
curvature 9 as the values of ^/90° (modulo 3); then 360® corresponds to a

value of1 (mod 3) and —360° corresponds to a value of—1 (mod 3). In this
way we need store only two additional bits per binary tree node.
Theorem 2.

The method described above maintains the orientation of

each bo\inda.ry polygon of the input, and the number of components of the
input, in time O(logn) per update.

4

Conclusions

We have described upper and lower bounds for dynamic connectivity in
bitmap images. The same problem remains open here as for planar graphs:
to close the 0 (log log n) gap between the upper and lower bounds. Perhaps
this will prove easier for bitmap images than for the general planar graph
problem.
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